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From the #1 Kindle and Top 10 Sunday Times bestselling author comes the thrilling new adventure featuring
ex-SAS hero, Ben Hope. BRING HIM BACK A Novella by Scott Mariani A MISSING BOY It's 2004.
Twelve-year-old Carl Hunter has been snatched at gunpoint from his home on Jersey. He and his kidnapper
have vanished without a trace. A DISTRAUGHT MOTHER After weeks, the cops have found nothing.
Jessica Hunter realises that if she ever wants to see her boy again, she'll need someone with very special
skills to find him. Enter Ben Hope, recently retired from the SAS and now working freelance to rescue
kidnapped children. A DEADLY SECRET But as Ben begins his search for Carl, he soon discovers that
nothing about this case is as it seems. Behind the mystery of the boy's disappearance lies a sinister secret that
threatens to destroy anyone who comes into contact with it... Praise for Scott Mariani: 'If you've got a pulse,
you'll love Scott Mariani; if you haven't, then maybe you crossed Ben Hope.' SIMON TOYNE 'A romp of a
read, each page like a tasty treat. Enjoy!' STEVE BERRY 'Scott Mariani is an awesome writer.' CHRIS
KUZNESKI
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From reader reviews:

Lillian Chatman:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the book entitled Bring Him Back. Try to make the book Bring Him Back as
your buddy. It means that it can for being your friend when you sense alone and beside those of course make
you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you far more confidence
because you can know every thing by the book. So , we need to make new experience and also knowledge
with this book.

Megan Fairbanks:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading habit give you lot
of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the book which
improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of reserve you read, if
you want drive more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want feel happy read one using
theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The actual Bring Him Back is kind of publication which is
giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Joey Mendoza:

The reserve untitled Bring Him Back is the e-book that recommended to you to study. You can see the
quality of the guide content that will be shown to a person. The language that creator use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of analysis when write the
book, and so the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-
book of Bring Him Back from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Susan Peterson:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book way, more simple and reachable. This particular Bring Him Back can give you a lot of buddies because
by you looking at this one book you have thing that they don't and make an individual more like an
interesting person. This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This book offer you
information that perhaps your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than some other make you to be
great persons. So , why hesitate? Let me have Bring Him Back.
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